
Silage Management



6 golden rules

5. Optimal seal The side wall film protects concrete walls against leachate
AND avoids water or oxygen from spoiling the silage near the
walls.

3. Avoid oxygen Optimal compaction: max. 3-4 km/h, maximum of 30cm grass
per layer! Harvest, compact and cover within 24 hours! 
Compactor weight: 1/3 of total weight of grass delivered/hour.

(1/5 for maize) Drive over 2-3 times! No interruption allowed!
4. Cover quickly The underlay film has to be applied directly after compacting is 

finished. Rain? Cover immediately!

2. Silo design Feed-out rate minimum 2,5m/week during summertime, small
exposed face, maximum compaction rate (280kg/m³)

6. Full protection Gitterflex protects against damage caused by animals + 
weather conditions; combined with gravel bags or SiloClip you
can replace all old tyres. 

General instructions

1. Timing Harvest grass with a DM content of 30-40% with a chopping
length of max. 30-60mm, Fibre content: 22-23% DM. 

Maize with a DM of 32%, chopped to 7-8mm only!  



The side wall film will keep rainwater runoff and oxygen out at the important area between the wall and the
silage, thus avoiding spoilage at this critical point. Apply it all over from top to the bottom of each wall and 
secure at the bottom by filling in silage at the floor perimeter, secure it by using a few gravel bags on top of 
the walls while filling, or use similar material. This is only to make sure the side wall film stays in place during
the ensiling process. Side wall film is a very rigid 140micron plastic sheet with a very smooth surface, so 
silage won‘t stick on it! It will keep the concrete clean and silage free of any spoilage.

Side wall film



The compacting vehicles should not exceed 3-4 km/h during the 
compacting process. Use heavy-weight vehicles (delivered
silage/hour should not exceed triple weight of the vehicle!). 
Narrow tires with a minimum pressure of 2 bar are recommended
in order to achieve as much pressure to the surface as possible!

Filling + Compacting



While filling, every single layer of grass or maize should
be spread in order not to exceed a maximum of 30cm 
per layer before compacting! This allows for easier and
more effective compaction and ensures oxygen to be
removed as far as possible.

Filling + Compacting



Side wall film + Underlay film

After filling and compacting, fold the
side wall film in on top of the silage.

Then immediately unroll the 40 micron underlay film 
lengthwise. Afterwards, unfold it once! This film is 
very thin and soft and so it will adhere on the surface
of your silage.



Underlay film + Silage film

unroll the silage film on top of the
already applied underlay film.

Then unfold the silage sheet once, too and pull both films together all over
the silage and the folded-in side wall film by exceeding the concrete walls. 
So you don‘t have to step onto the sheets and prevent damage to them in 
this crucial stage! Secure both sheets with a couple of gravel bags at the
perimeter, so wind can‘t blow these films away!



Kombi2Plus

The Böck Kombi2Plus film helps you saving valuable time. It replaces the typical two separate sheets, you
simply unroll both underlay- and silage film from one single roll at the same time, fold out both at the same 
time and you are finished! Underlay and silage sheet are not bonded together, so it is easy to pull them
apart. Advantages: Save labor time, you don‘t have to walk on the sensitive thin underlay film anymore and 
less problems while covering under windy conditions.



Gitterflex-netting

Place the Gitterflex nets on top of the silage film with an overlap from at least 30-50cm from one net on to the 
next. Gitterflex adds more weight on the silage sheets and will replace tyres and also prevents the plastic
sheets from flapping under windy conditions AND provides outstanding protection against damage caused by
birds, cats, dogs, or from heavy weather conditions like hail, etc.



Gravel bags

The gravel bags must be 
filled up to 2/3rds  with
round gravel (pead gravel
with a diameter of 4mm-
16mm) before use. No 
sand should be in the
gravel!

Then place the bags 
seamlessly one on the
other all around the
perimeter. Use two rows of
bags crosswise at the front 
and rear end!

Finally place a row of bags 
in the same way crosswise
every 5-10m or wherever
the Gitterflex netting is 
overlapping.



SiloClip

With the unique SiloClip system, you can get rid of a huge number of gravel bags, which means
you simply don‘t have to carry around lots of weight! For example: For a typical 50m long silo, 
you can replace 1,8tons of gravel bags (lengthwise)! The trick is: You simply press down a black 
plastic tube with our innovative spring system. Plastic tubes are 1,9m long and are seamlessly
connected to each other. This allows an even more airtight cover compared to bags or tires.



Result

After a couple of days, a hood caused by fermentation gases will occur. Don‘t be scared! This will 
only show that you have perfectly done the whole job and everything‘s sealed air- and gastight! 
Please allow 6-8 weeks for the fermentation process before opening the pit again and beginning to 
feed!



Thank you very much for your attention



BÖCK Silosysteme GmbH

We are the clamping people!
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